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Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
The ability of two photons to interfere lies at the heart of many photonic quantum net-
working concepts, and requires that the photons are indistinguishable with sufficient co-
herence times to resolve the interference signals. However, for solid-state quantum light
sources, this can be challenging to achieve as they are in constant interaction with noise
sources in their environment. Here, we investigate the noise sources which affect InAs/InP
quantum dots emitting in the telecom C-band, by comparing their behavior on a wetting
layer for Stranski-Krastanow grown quantum dots with a nearly wetting layer free envi-
ronment achieved with the droplet epitaxy growth mode. We show that the droplet epitaxy
growth mode is beneficial for a quiet environment, leading to 96% of exciton transitions
having a coherence time longer than the typical detector resolution of 100 ps, even un-
der non-resonant excitation. We also show that the decay profile indicates the presence of
slow dephasing processes, which can be compensated for experimentally. We finally con-
duct Hong-Ou-Mandel interference measurements between subsequently emitted photons
and find a corrected two-photon interference visibility of 98.6±1.6 % for droplet-epitaxy
grown quantum dots. The understanding of the influence of their surroundings on the quan-




























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
Optical quantum networks1,2 have many applications ranging from quantum communications3
to distributed quantum computation4 and quantum metrology5. At the heart of many of its com-
ponents is the ability of individual photonic qubits to interact via interference. For their devel-
opment, sources of highly coherent, indistinguishable photons are therefore crucial. To enable
efficient long-distance fiber quantum networks, the wavelength of those photons should further be
in the telecom C-band, where attenuation can be as little as 0.12 dB/km. This last requirement
is particularly challenging given that the most successful quantum light emitters to-date, such as
standard quantum dots (QDs) or defects in wide-bandgap semiconducturs, emit in the visible or
near-infrared part of the spectrum6. While photons from these well-understood and developed
solid-state emitters have been frequency-converted to the telecom C-band with success7,8, these
approaches add experimental complexity as well as suffering from finite conversion efficiency.
As an alternative, quantum light sources directly emitting in the telecom C-band have recently been
developed. Most promisingly, these are InAs QDs relying on either strain-relaxing techniques in
GaAs-based host materials9, or using InP substrates with a smaller lattice mismatch with respect
to the QD material10. Both approaches can provide single and entangled photons11–15, however
they differ in the coherence of emission, where the InP material system has proven superior so
far16,17 and photons with coherence times up to 0.3 of the Fourier limit have been observed17 even
under non-resonant excitation. Long coherence times leading to highly indisdinguishable photons
are crucial for the efficient quantum communications protocols used in quantum networks, and it
is important to understand the sources of noise limiting the performance of the QDs.
Narrow linewidth emission from QDs requires carefully engineered environments using high-
quality materials to mitigate sources of noise, and push coherence close to the Fourier limit, where
its coherence properties are solely determined by the transition lifetime18–21. The main sources
of line broadening in QDs are charge noise influencing QD emission frequency via the DC Stark
shift22, spin noise affecting the coherence of QD spin states via hyperfine interaction22, and cou-
pling to the phonon bath resulting in a phonon side-band23 as well as a temperature-dependent
broadening of the zero phonon line.
The sensitivity of the QDs to their environment can allow us to learn about the prevalent noise
sources affecting them. Here, we compare QDs grown using the droplet epitaxy growth (DE)
mode, where the QDs are formed by crystallizing In droplets in an As atmosphere, to InAs/InP
QDs grown in the commonly used Stranski-Krastanow (SK) growth mode. The samples investi-


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
has been described in detail in a previous publication12. The process is identical for both samples
apart from the mode of QD growth, thus we expect differences in the QD noise environment
to arise solely from the differences in QD structure resulting from the two growth modes. The
samples are grown on (001) oriented substrates by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE),
and the QDs were embedded in a 2λ -cavity with a strongly reflective Bragg mirror below the QDs
and a weakly reflecting one above them, to help directing emission towards our collection setup.
The innermost three mirror pairs were n-doped for the bottom mirror, and p-doped for the top
one, to allow for electrical injection and application of bias voltages. This capability was however
not used in the current study. For both samples, QD growth conditions have been optimized to
achieve low QD densities < 109/cm2. No further optimization steps for other parameters have
been performed in either case.
In contrast to SK QDs, DE QDs show only a minimal residual 2D layer of QD material (wetting
layer), which leads to a reduced charge bath felt by each QD. In addition, DE QD formation also
does not rely on strain induced by the different crystalline lattice parameters of the QD and the
surrounding matrix materials, resulting in an altered strain environment compared to SK QDs.
Strain can affect the coupling to phonons and as well as the affinity of the QD to trap charges,
which are both potential sources of noise. In our samples, the DE QDs are also slightly smaller
in size12, again altering phonon coupling. To assess the impact of these differences, we collect
statistics on coherence times from both types of QDs and compare the absolute values as well as
the decay profiles observed in both. We further use DE QDs with long coherence times to show
that these enable good mutual indistinguishability values between subsequently emitted photons
even under non-resonant excitation.
We start by characterizing the emission from the two types of QDs. For these measurements, the
sample is situated in a cryogenic environment at 10 K, and are excited by a continuous wave laser
at 780 nm except where explicitly stated otherwise. Light is collected using a fiber-coupled con-
focal microscope and sent to a spectrometer or superconducting single photon detectors (SSPDs)
for analysis.
Both types of QDs show spectra consisting of several sharp lines, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) for DE,
and Fig. 1 (b) for SK QDs. From power dependent and fine structure splitting (FSS) measure-
ments, we can identify the neutral exciton (X) in both cases. For DE type QDs, we can further


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
from the doping parameters of our sample15 that the strongest line is the negatively charged ex-
citon (CX). This spectral signature is typical of DE QDs in this sample and often encountered.
In contrast, the spectral profile of SK QDs differs from QD to QD, indicating a rich variety of
charge configurations present. As a consequence, it is more difficult to assign specific charge
combinations other than X to individual transitions, and we label unidentified transitions X∗.
When exciting these transitions using an 80-MHz repetition rate pulsed 780-nm laser and spec-
trally filtering them before measurement, we can determine their radiative lifetime T1, as shown
in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). For DE QDs, the XX is fitted to a biexponential decay, where the shorter
time constant of 347±2 ps corresponds to the XX lifetime. For the X and CX, single exponentials
were used, with fitted time constants of 2.06± 0.003 ns and 1.94± 0.004 ns, respectively. The
fitting region was carefully selected to exclude the initial soft curve due to filling effects especially
for the X transition. These filling effects were even more pronounced when looking at the SK
lifetimes in 1 (d) and are due to multiexciton relaxation cascades taking place in the QD before the
final charge combination is reached24–26. Lifetime measurements were repeated for ten different
QDs for both types, with the lifetime statistics summarized in Table I. We note that this measured
lifetime likely comprises contributions from both radiative and non-radiative decay channels,
where determination of their respective decay rates is left for future studies. The lifetimes for both
DE QDs SK QDs
mean s. d. mean s. d.
T X1 (ns) 2.00 0.26 1.63 0.3
T XX1 (ns) 0.33 0.05 0.58
TCX1 (ns) 1.61 0.24
T X
∗
1 (ns) 1.61 0.48
TABLE I. Comparison of lifetime statistics measured for DE and SK QDs. Only one XX transition could
be identified in the case of SK QDs.
types of QDs are slower than typically expected for InAs/GaAs QDs emitting around 900 nm.
While the size of InAs/InP QDs is similar to their GaAs based counterparts12, the electron and


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
FIG. 1. Spectroscopy of DE vs SK grown quantum dots. (a) and (b) show spectra for the respective cases, (c)
and (d) show their select lifetimes as labeled, and (e) and (f) show second order autocorrelations measured
for DE and SK QDs, respectively.
recombination times.
We also performed autocorrelation measurements on individual transitions, as shown in Fig. 1
(e) and (f) for DE and SK QDs, respectively. Here, the correlation normalisation is to the time
averaged photon pair intensity approximated from the correlation intensity measured far from zero


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
from our detector response (100 ps), which yields a value of 0.037±0.004. The third ’storage’
level is the origin of the bunching effect28 observed in this autocorrelation measurement. This
bunching is expected to disappear when exciting the system resonantly, as the third level will
remain unoccupied in this case. For SK QDs, a fit to a multilevel model was used29. Including
deconvolution, the fit gives g(2)(0) = 0.088±0.006. These measurements show that both growth
schemes can produce single photon sources in the telecom C-band.
Next, we investigate the coherence time statistics of the two types of QDs. The photon coher-
ence time T2 depends on the transition lifetime T1 and the pure dephasing time T
∗










From Eq. 1, it immediately becomes clear that in the limit of no dephasing, where T2 is limited
only by the lifetime T1, its maximum can reach T2 = 2T1, which is called the Fourier limit.
To allow accurate comparison, all measurements have been taken at the individual QD X satura-
tion power, defined by the power of maximum brightness for the X transition, even if coherence
times are expected to be higher at low excitation powers17,30. Using a fiber-based Michelson inter-
ferometer (MI) as shown schematically in Fig. 2, we measured the coherence times of 75 DE QD
transitions as well as 26 SK QD transitions. For all measurements, T2 is taken as the time delay
after which the visibility of recorded interference fringes has decayed to 1/e. These measurements
take into account both homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms. A discussion
of their relative contributions to the overall coherence time is given further below. Averaging over
all transitions in both cases, the mean coherence time of photons originating from DE QD is 157
ps (standard deviation 72 ps), three times larger than that of photons from SK QD at 51 ps (s. d.
29 ps). The distribution of these coherence times is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Further, the average
coherence times for the different transitions in each QD is given in Tab. II.
While the absolute values of T2 are relevant in practice to resolve interference measurements
with finite detector resolution, their ratio to the Fourier limit 2T1 measures the intrinsic limitations
of the transitions due to dephasing processes. Taking the average lifetimes listed in Tab. I, we
calculate the average T2/2T1 values for transitions from SK vs DE QDs, which are listed in Tab.
II and shown in Fig. 2 (c). For X and CX transitions, both types of QDs give low values less
than 0.1, however, photons from DE QDs are a factor 1.65 and 1.74 closer to the Fourier limit,


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
FIG. 2. Coherence time statistics on DE vs SK QDs. (a) Sketch of the fiber-based Michelson interferometer
used for coherence time measurements. A 50:50 beam splitter is used to direct the photons to two fibre arms,
where they reflected by Faraday mirrors (FMs), and recombined at the same beam splitter before being sent
to a spectrometer for detection. One of the arms contains a fibre stretcher (FS) to acquire visibility data
(shown in the inset), whereas the other one contains an optical delay line (ODL) to vary the delay between
the arm on longer timescales. (b) Histogram of the coherence times of all transitions measured for SK
(blue) and DE (red) QDs. Areas where histograms overlap are given in a darker shade in all panels. (c)
T2/2T1 for X transitions in SK and DE QDs, and XX transitions in DE QDs. (d) Example measurements
of an exponential, Voigt and Gauss shaped decay of visibility. (e) Line profiles for DE and SK X and CX
transitions. (f) Exponential vs Gaussian components in DE X transitions.
than in DE QDs. Remarkably, the average value for DE XX transitions is 0.33, despite the QD
being driven at saturation power. The reason for this high value is the short XX lifetime, whereas
the pure dephasing rate T ∗2 is not diminished.
Dephasing processes can be distinguished by their timescale compared to the transition lifetime31.
Fast dephasing processes originating from phonon coupling or coupling to the electronic noise
from a charge bath will result in a Lorentzian spectrum in the frequency domain and an expo-


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
DE QDs SK QDs
mean s. d. mean s. d.
T2 all lines 157 72 51 29
T X2 230.1 74.6 58 32



















TABLE II. Comparison of coherence time statistics measured for DE and SK quantum dots. T2 values are
given in ps.
individual charges in the environment result in a Gaussian spectrum in the frequency domain and
Gaussian decay of coherence over time. If both types of dephasing are present, a Voigt profile is
observed. This profile is described in the frequency domain by the convolution of the Gaussian and
Lorentzian component, which results in the simple multiplication of the Gaussian and exponential
components in the time domain. The observed decay profile therefore gives some insight into the
underlying physical mechanisms responsible for the dephasing.
In our measurements, all three decay profiles are observed, and Fig. 2 (d) shows examples of
Gaussian, Voigt and exponential profiles seen from different QDs. Comparing the profiles ob-
served from the X and CX/X* transitions of DE and SK QDs, it is striking that the majority of
SK QDs (18 out of 23 cases) exhibit an exponential decay in coherence, whereas the majority of
DE QDs (24 out of 34 cases) show a Gaussian contribution as well. This is shown graphically
in Fig. 2 (e). This is a strong indication that the dephasing mechanisms limiting the photons’
spectral width in SK QDs are fast processes. The average inverse Lorentzian dephasing rate for


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
inverse dephasing rates of the Gaussian vs Lorentzian contributions to their dephasing, we find
that the the mean Lorentzian contribution results in inverse dephasing rates of 271 ps (s. d. 153
ps), indicating that fast dephasing processes are about 5 times weaker here. This allows for the
resolution of a Gaussian contribution with a mean inverse dephasing rate of 387 ps (s. d. 215 ps)
as well. Statistics on the Gaussian and Exponential contributions to inverse dephasing are shown
in Fig. 2 (f). In both types of QDs, there are also a few QDs affected by very strong pure Gaussian
dephasing, which is consistent with charges trapped in the vicinity of the QDs, for example at im-
purity sites32. This indicates a similar quality of host material for both types of QDs, as expected
from their similar growth protocol.
To elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the dephasing in these QDs, we combine their coher-
ence statistics with a comparison of their physical differences. Given that the QDs in both growth
modes are formed of the same species, with the SK QDs being slightly bigger, we would expect
spin noise to be more pronounced in DE QDs, as it depends on the number of spins as 1/
√
N with
N the number of spins22. We therefore consider spin noise unlikely to be the dominant dephasing
mechanism in these QDs. Considering the impact of lattice vibrations, we note that phonon side-
bands are largely filtered out in our interferometer setup (bandwidth∼0.5 nm), and we are left with
the pure broadening of the zero-phonon line. Compared to the effects of spin and charge noise, the
broadening induced by lattice vibrations is generally found to be weak at low temperatures18,23,33,
and is also not expected to increase in coupling strength under non-resonant excitation. We there-
fore speculate that it is charge noise which mainly limits coherence in the samples, both for SK
and DE QDs. This is widely seen in the literature under non-resonant excitation18,22,33. While
it is unusual to observe charge noise at the fast timescales seen here and is typically associated
with inhomogeneous broadening leading to Gaussian lineshapes33, we can speculate that the rela-
tively long radiative lifetimes in these QDs may contribute to the manifestation of charge noise in
Lorentzian or Voigt profiles. We conclude that the smaller wetting layer, potentially in conjunc-
tion with the altered strain in DE QDs, leads to a reduced charge bath, and consequently results
in a calmer environment for spins in DE QDs, with potential for further improvement when using
resonant excitation techniques.
Next, we investigate the indistinguishability of photons from the telecom-wavelength QDs.
Given our detector resolution of 100 ps, we expect good interference visibility from transitions
with coherence times above this value. From Tab. II, we calculate that this is the case for 95%


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
from S-K QDs. We therefore limit our study to DE QDs and focus on an X transition for which a
coherence time of 443±23 ps was measured using the MI. Here, the QD was excited with 1310-
nm light, and the intensity was set at five times below saturation.
Indistinguishability of photons is measured using a fiber-based Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer34,
as sketched in Fig. 3 (a), where the delay between the two interferometer arms at 6.25 ns is
longer than the natural lifetime of the measured transition. A linear polarizer is used to filter a
particular polarisation of photons from the QD, and photons are made distinguishable by rotating
the polarisation in one arm by 90 degrees with respect to the other. Here, we consider the QD
X transition, which consists of a frequency doublet, where the two spectral components are due
to electron-hole pairs with opposite spin orientation being offset in energy by the FSS and are
orthogonally polarised. To simulate conditions where the QD functions in a quantum network
application and all photons need to be used, we set it to allow 50% of each FSS transition into the
interferometer. The spectrum of the impinging light is given by a frequency doublet, and we are
able to resolve the resulting beats in the interference pattern.















where A is a normalisation constant, ω0 is the center frequency of the transition, and ∆ω is the
energy splitting given by the FSS. This function describes a wave packet with an envelope given
by an exponential decay at timescale T2 and an oscillating part consisting of two frequency compo-
nents separated by ∆ω , after emission of a QD photon at time t = 0. Using this expression, we can














Here, the first term describes the expected correlation between two photons which have traveled
through the same arm in the setup, whereas the second term describes the expected correlation
between photons which have traveled through opposite arms in the setup. the g(2)(τ) are taken
from independent fits to separately recorded autocorrelation measuremens, such as those presented
in Fig. 1, ∆τ is the delay between photons determined by the interferometer, PHOM(τ,⊥) = 0.5,


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
detecting a photon in each output arm for all possible emission and detection times. From these,









The resulting correlations for co- and cross-polarized photons around zero delay are shown in Fig.
3 (b). The cross-polarized coincidence curve shows a dip below 1, as expected. The optimal value
FIG. 3. Indistinguishability of photons from DE quantum dots. (a) Sketch of the fiber-based Hong-Ou-
Mandel setup, where the polarisation of photons propagating in the two arms is set by electronic polarisa-
tion controllers (EPCs) and superconducting single photon detectors (SNSPDs) are used to measure coin-
cidences. (b) Raw two-photon intensities for distinguishable (purple) and indistinguishable (blue) photons.
Circles denote data points, solid lines are fits as described in the text, and shaded areas denote error bars.
(c) Visibility calculated from the curves in (b), where again data points are given by circles, the fit by the
solid line and error bars by the shaded region.
of 0.5 according to Equation 3 is not reached, however, which is mainly due to bunching effects in
the autocorrelation functions. For the co-polarized case, we see the expected oscillations resulting
from the double-Lorentzian input spectrum. A fit using our model describes the data perfectly and


























































































































Coherence of SK vs DE quantum dots
can further extract the coherence time under these excitation conditions, which at T2 = 440±45
ps is consistent with independent measurements in an MI. Here, the detector resolution signifi-
cantly affects the recorded coincidence curve: deconvolving a fit to the raw two-photon intensities
with our detector resolution reveals a dip reaching down to 0.01±0.01. The resulting interference
visibility is shown in Fig. 3 (c). While the raw measured two-photon intensities give a maximum
visibility of 71.3±1.6 %, deconvolving the fit to the data with the detector response increases the
visibility to 98.6± 1.6. This value compares well with the recently reported indistinguishability
measured on GaAs-based C-band quantum QDs, even though those results were achieved under
resonant excitation16. In conclusion, we report a comparison between the coherence properties of
SK and DE QDs, where the DE growth mode is shown to provide a superior material system and
a calmer environment to the QD spins. This leads to coherence times exceeding the typical detec-
tor resolution of 100 ps for 95% of DE X transitions. We found strong indications that the main
source of dephasing in both is charge noise, in line with previous findings when exciting GaAs
based QDs non-resonantly18,33. This noise is reduced in DE QDs due to their lower strain and
much reduced wetting layer, leading to a reduced charge bath in the QD environment. The decay
profile for DE QDs further indicates that noise mechanisms are partly due to slow processes, allow-
ing compensation of decoherence using echo-type setups. Future studies could investigate whether
a bias voltage applied across our devices can reduce charge fluctuations in the QD environment
even further. Lastly we show near-ideal indistinguishability of subsequently emitted photons from
DE QDs. While we expect the true limits of photon indistinguishability and coherence to be re-
vealed in resonant excitation experiments16,22, our results indicate that InAs/InP DE QDs provide
a promising material platform for telecom wavelength quantum network applications.
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